3 Myths of Cloud Compromise
Keeping You From Getting Your Cloud the Way You Want It

Myth #1
You're locked into silos in today's multi-cloud universe

Truth
You can extend your reach and do more, more productively.

Expand your cloud with control and visibility from a familiar, single pane of glass using Hitachi Unified Compute Platform.

Myth #2
Your cloud strategy requires you to make trade-offs

Truth
You can have both the control and the flexibility you need.

What do you need to accomplish?
- Replace fixed cost with usage-based costs?
- Have high resource agility, speed, and flexibility?
- Range of service levels including mission critical?
- Control over your data and its location? Maintain high security?

Myth #3
You must go directly to the vendor for quality cloud services

Truth
You can expand your available choices in trusted cloud services

Hitachi Cloud Services Provider Program gives everyone more of what they want.

Expect More
Reject the myths of cloud comprise and extend your cloud with Hitachi flexibility and control. www.HDS.com/cloud